Belong Plus
™

Privacy Screens

Successful collaboration requires a combination of group efforts and individual focused
work. However, this challenges today’s organizations to find ways to include both types
of spaces, while also incorporating well-being strategies. They seek versatile, adjustable
solutions that support their people, keeping them engaged and productive. Tackable
Belong Plus screens provide options that support both individual work and collaboration,
while elevating the experience for people at work.
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Screens

Support Focus and Collaboration
Belong Plus screens reduce distractions to support the moderate
level of focus required for many individual tasks, providing
user control and visual display to help people perform their best.
Belong Plus allows for organizing, externalizing, and embedding
information through visually accessible work tools that display
analogue artifacts.

Features
With tackability and a variety of practical applications, the Belong
Plus family of screens brings elements of privacy and cognition
to freestanding, benching, and spine-based solutions—reducing
visual distractions while fostering a collaborative environment.
Center screen – Use on benching and spine-based systems for
privacy in front of and between users.
Back screen – For benching or freestanding applications, it can
move alone with height-adjustable tables.
Territory screen – For use in between users, it offers a sense of
personal space and boundaries.
Broad range of applications – Offers easy specification and
installation to coordinate with the Haworth Integrated Palette®;
works with Belong Work Tools, Compose®, Compose Connections™,
Reside®, Intuity®, Planes®, and Hop®.

Colors, Materials, Finishes
Belong Plus screens provide all the aesthetic and practical
options organizations need to furnish a variety of spaces with
a cohesive look. Available in a selection of 23 graded-in fabrics
and a range of colors, Belong Plus screens help create warm,
engaging environments people are drawn to. The craftsmanship
of the simplistic fabric-wrapped frame and a variety of shapes
and sizes add to the versatility of the Belong Plus offering.

Certifications
• GREENGUARD® Gold certified
To learn more, visit haworth.com.
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